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Last year the Canadian province of Ontario

introduced North America’s first ‘feed-in tariff ’

programme designed to encourage the use of

renewable energy within the electricity grid. The

programme, based on Germany’s own experience

of introducing a similar scheme, has been hailed

as a great success.

But cracks are appearing in feed-in tariff

programmes throughout Europe, including

Germany, as governments begin lowering the

‘Feed-in tariffs’ were once the preferred renewable energy
scheme for EU countries. Now the Canadian province of Ontario
has joined the crowd. But does news of significant cuts in such
subsidies in the EU suggest a difficult path ahead for Ontario?
TOM WHITTAKER reports.

An Uncertain Future
for Feed-in Tariffs
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“Encouraging investment in the production of energy from renewable sources 
has been one of the main objectives of the Portuguese government. And the
effort is paying off.” Manuel Esteves de Albuquerque, Raposo Bernardo

ENERGY

subsidies offered to renewable energy generators.

Cuts on subsidies, or the potential for them, have

lowered investors’ confidence in the renewable

energy market in the region. Is this a bad omen

for Ontario’s project?

Feed-in tariffs

In March 2007 European leaders signed up to a

binding EU-wide target to source 20% of their

energy needs from renewable energy sources,

including biomass, hydro, wind and solar power,

by 2020. In reaction to the move, countries

pushed forwards with schemes to encourage

renewable energy generation.

An initiative in Germany designed to encour-

age renewable energy production was already in

place. It became a model for later initiatives in

other countries.

Thanks to the Renewable Energy Sources Act,

which came into force in August 2004, Germany

increased the share of its electricity that comes

from renewable sources from 6.3% in 2000 

to around 16.1% in 2009. 300,000 jobs in the

renewable energy industry have also been 

created in the country.

Germany is the world leader in photovoltaic

(PV) solar power, expecting to add more than

5,000 megawatts (MW) of PV capacity this

year in order to reach a total of 14,000 MW. It

has also installed 3,000 MW of solar capacity;

twice what the government had initially antici-

pated. The country hopes to provide 20% of its

energy consumption from renewable sources

by 2020.

One of the most important schemes in the

Renewable Energy Sources Act was the introduc-

tion of the feed-in tariff. Feed-in tariffs encour-

age renewable energy projects and accelerate the

introduction of renenewable energy sources in

order to achieve ‘grid parity’ – the point at which

alternative electrical generation is equal in cost

to, or cheaper than, conventional means.

This is done by decreasing the initial barriers

to market entry and reducing financial uncer-

tainty in the field.

An obligation is imposed on the electrical

grid utilities to buy any renewable energy

offered to them by a licensed supplier at a 

price established by the government that is

equal to, or above, conventional energy prices.

The price is lowered each year to encourage

efficient production.

Other EU countries have followed Germany.

Spain, Italy the Czech Republic, Portugal and

Ireland all have feed-in tariff schemes in place.

In March 2009 Spain reported that 2.8% of

electricity in the country was now generated

through solar power. The country is also the

fourth largest manufacturer of solar power tech-

nology in the world. Considerable investment

has flooded in from Pictet, Schroders, F&C,

ING and Climate Change Capital.

Italy introduced a solar feed-in tariff scheme,

known as ‘Conto Energia’, in February 2007. By

the end of that year there were five times as many

PV solar cells in the country than at the end of

the previous year. 2009 saw the country install

more PV cells than the USA did in that year.

A feed-in tariff scheme was adopted in

Portugal in 2007 and has already had a dramatic

effect. At the end of July this year 66% of

Portuguese energy consumption was from

renewable sources. There has also been a 49%

increase in wind farm energy production in the

first half of this year compared with 2009.

“Encouraging investment in the production of

energy from renewable sources has been one of

the main objectives of the Portuguese govern-

ment. And the effort is paying off,” says Manuel

Esteves de Albuquerque from Portuguese firm

Raposo Bernardo.

Even the UK, which spent many years trying

to pursue alternative means of encouraging

renewable energy use, introduced a feed-in tariff ➤

Manuel Esteves de Albuquerque, 
Raposo Bernardo.
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Recently poor public finances and consumer anger at high energy bills have
resulted in drastic cuts in feed-in tariff rates throughout Europe. Investors 
have begun to lose confidence.
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scheme in April this year. The feed-in tariffs for

wind energy are considered to be among the

most attractive in the world as the government

attempts to encourage the potential market for

offshore wind energy.

Work for lawyers

The increased attention of investors also led to

more work for legal firms hired to guide poten-

tial investors through the red tape of tariff regu-

lation, in addition to more customary work in

M&A, project finance and real estate.

“Raposo Bernardo has been requested to assist

clients in public tenders, help set up renewable

energy plants, negotiate the necessary agree-

ments, assist in the acquisition of new projects,

assist clients in licensing their operation and

negotiate financing and investment agreements,”

says Manuel Esteves de Albuquerque from

Raposo Bernardo.

“The developments in renewable energy in the

last decade have resulted in legal work at several

levels. Our energy practice group spends approx-

imately 20% of its time on renewable energy

matters,” says Nuno Galvão Teles from

Portuguese firm Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles,

Soares da Silva & Associados.

“These schemes do give rise to legal work.

This includes advising on the rules of the

scheme, and compliance with it; negotiating 

and settling the terms of the offtake contracts;

considering the operation of the contracts in 

the wholesale electricity pool and so on,” says

Valerie Lawlor, a corporate partner and special-

ist in energy and natural resources at Irish firm

McCann Fitzgerald.

Problems ahead?

Recently, however, poor public finances and con-

sumer anger at high energy bills have resulted in

drastic cuts in feed-in tariff rates throughout the

region. Investors have begun to lose confidence.

Germany cut solar feed-in tariffs retroactively

in July this year despite vocal protests from the

renewable energy industry. The final proposal

cut subsidies for solar power fed into Germany’s

electricity grid by 16% for rooftop equipment,

15% for wind farms based on farmland and 11%

for equipment based in spaces such as former

industrial or military sites.

When the proposed cuts were first approved

by the lower house of the German Parliament in

May the share prices of major renewables com-

panies dropped, with industry giants Q-Cells

and Phoenix Solar all opening with lower prices

on 7 May.

And despite the cuts being delayed until

October, designed to dampen the blow, there are

concerns that the tariff cut will put pressure on

renewable energy companies as they face compe-

tition from producers elsewhere in the world,

including China.

The Portuguese government has announced

that it will also be reviewing the existing feed-in

tariff mechanism following protests that the sub-

sidies are excessive and contribute to the increase

of electricity prices for consumers. They have

also received criticism for dragging their feet 

on biomass tariffs.

“Legislation doesn’t always keep up the pace.

For instance, biomass tariffs in Portugal have

been an ongoing debate for years and a conclu-

sion has not been reached,” says Manuel Esteves

de Albuquerque from Raposo Bernardo.

Similarly, Spain has cut feed-in tariff rates to

new PV solar power plants by up to 45% in

order to increase efficiency.

The government is also receiving criticism over

plans for a retroactive cut on existing PV plants by

30%. Such a move would prove to be bad news

for PV plants that are highly leveraged. Around

85% of their financing is provided by bank loans.

“Investments in some renewable energy pro-

duction technology have significantly slowed

Valerie Lawlor, McCann Fitzgerald

➤
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In the last few years, the Spanish state has

tried to protect the Iberian market with regard

to foreign investors. This strategy was demon-

strated by limiting the participation of some

leading operators by means of Royal Decree-

Law 6/2000, of 23 June, on urgent measures to

step up competition in goods and services

markets. Another example was the amplifica-

tion of the scope of application of the 14th

Function of the National Energy Commission,

(the CNE) arising out of the passing of Royal

Decree-Law 4/2006, of 24 February, in which

the functions of the CNE are amended.

When we refer to legal certainty in the

Spanish energy sector, we are not referring to

the aforementioned cases of market protection

which, when strictly applied, are perfectly

acceptable, but to other cases of state interven-

tion which take place after the government

itself has promoted a policy of attracting for-

eign investment. An example of this is the

production of electricity in the special regime.

Royal Decree 661/2007, of 25 May, which

regulates the activity of energy production in

the special regime, has tried to encourage the

development of renewable energies by adding

a feed-in tariff to the remuneration regime.

To this end, the Royal Decree takes into

account factors related to the voltage level of

the energy delivered to the network, contribu-

tions to improving the environment, primary

energy savings, energy efficiency and invest-

ment costs.

The Royal Decree sets out two methods of

remuneration for electricity produced in the

special regime. One method is the sale of

energy in exchange for a single regulated tar-

iff during the scheduling periods, and the

other is the sale of energy at the organised

market price or at the price freely negotiated

by the holder and representative of the instal-

lation. Furthermore, the Royal Decree 

anticipates that, even in the event of tariff

revisions, reasonable profitability rates are 

guaranteed, subject to the value of money 

in capital markets.

This particularly beneficial remuneration

system of the Spanish state has encouraged

foreign investment in the national territory in

relation to the special regime for the produc-

tion of electricity from renewable energy

sources.

Attracted by the financial incentives of the

Spanish state, investors, mostly foreign, decid-

ed to make investments within the national

territory. However, investments currently seem

to be subject to a high level of legal uncertain-

ty as a result of potential modifications of

laws which were originally drawn up in 

order to encourage investment in Spain.

The Supreme Court has made a number of

announcements regarding legal uncertainty

and its conclusions appear to protect the free-

dom and independence of the government

when amending the law regarding energy

remuneration.

The Supreme Court considers that all oper-

ators and economic sectors ought to be aware

that there are regulatory risks which especially

affect the energy sector. This risk appears to 

be strongly related to the existence of a liber-

alised energy system.

The vast majority of European countries

promote renewable energies by means of a

contract between the public authorities and

the holders of the installations, or by an

administrative concession arising from an

international tender process.

Spanish regulation does not obey contractu-

al relations, but is instead sustained by the fact

that the regulatory power, i.e. the government,

is the only body empowered to establish the

tariff. This means that the tariff can potential-

ly change at any time.

The Spanish government can legitimately

amend the provisions which regulate the

remuneration regime of the energy sector.

Therefore it would not be appropriate to

appeal to legal certainty with regard to the

rights established, given that, in the opinion 

of the Supreme Court, these rights do not

exist, and are merely expectations.

Looking to case law, it would seem that the

concept of acquired rights covers a very small

scope, and for this reason the new regulation,

if approved by the government, will only affect

the remuneration which the beneficiary has

not yet received. The new rules will not affect

the rights which the beneficiary has already

received (i.e. the tariffs).

According to the Supreme Court, the possi-

ble change in economic incentives will be jus-

tifiable insofar as it maintains the respect for

reasonable returns without being applied ret-

rospectively. These terms would guarantee 

the legal certainty which in turn provides

investors interested in undertaking projects in

the renewable energies sector with renewed

confidence.

The position of the Supreme Court is fairly

reasonable from a theoretical point of view

and above all with regard to the defence of

the non-retrospective application of future

amendments to regulation. However, it is clear

that any future amendment of the remunera-

tion regime applicable to the production of

electricity within the special regime would be

a clear break from the principles of legal cer-

tainty and the protection of legitimate expec-

tations. It should be remembered that the

current remuneration system has been clearly

designed to help offset the costs of investment

and encourage foreign investment. ■

By José Ramón de Hoces, partner at 

PEREZ-LLORCA

Legal certainty in 
the energy sector

José Ramón de Hoces
PEREZ-LLORCA
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“Investments in renewable energy production have significantly slowed down,
above all because of the recent news regarding possible amendments to 
regulations on energy remuneration.” Beatriz García, lawyer, Perez-Llorca
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down, above all because of the recent news

regarding possible amendments to regulations

on energy remuneration”, says Beatriz García, a

lawyer in the administrative and regulatory

department of Spanish law firm Perez-Llorca.

Despite desperate lobbying by investors in the

€20bn Spanish PV sector against the 30% cut it

appears the plan is still going ahead. The

Photovoltaic Business Association (AEF) criti-

cised the government, claiming that it had

failed to accept various proposals by investors

during the three months of talks. The situation

has now left investors unclear about their posi-

tion in the market.

Juan Laso, AEF president, told the Financial

Times: “The insecurity is keeping us in a state 

of paralysis.”

Beatriz García, from Perez-Llorca, says: “For

the investors, this situation infringes the principle

of legal certainty and as a result of which, invest-

ments in Spain may decrease in this sector.”

Italy is also planning to cut feed-in tariffs for

large-scale solar PV installations with a capacity

of more than 5 MW by 30% over the course of

the next year, with incremental reductions being

phased in every four months. Further 6% cuts

will be imposed in 2012 and 2013.

Incentives for smaller solar PV installations

such as rooftop systems will also be cut.

Elsewhere schemes are struggling to get off the

ground. In 2008 legislation designed to encour-

age the introduction of renewable energy into

the grid was passed. Amendments were made to

the legislation in July this year but no obvious

progress has yet been made.

“It seems that the law has lost its internal sup-

porters in the government who are not as inter-

ested in following it up,” says Cristina Filip from

Romanian firm Peli Filip. “Otherwise, we cannot

explain how a law is still not effective almost

three years after its enactment. But we hope

some progress can be made soon.”

Green Ontario 

Elsewhere in the world, however, a feed-in

scheme on a smaller scale appears to be doing

well so far. Last year the Canadian province of

Ontario introduced its own feed-in tariff pro-

gramme (the first of its kind in North America) 

as part of the Green Energy Act (GEA).

Despite one or two early teething problems the

scheme has stimulated a significant amount of

interest from investors. The GEA was passed in

May 2009, and by April 2010 renewable energy

projects amounting to 2,500 MW of installed

energy had been announced, in addition to 500

smaller projects totalling 120 MW. Samsung,

C&T and a Korean consortium will build 

2,500 megawatts of wind and solar projects 

and manufacturing plants in the province.

“It has seen huge uptake. It has only been

around for less than a year and it has seen 2,500

megawatts of energy contracted to date with loads

in the pipeline so it really has been a huge uptake

from international players,” says Sarah Powell, a

partner in the environmental and energy practice

of Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg.

It was also a boost for the local economy. The

programme required wind projects greater than 

10 kilowatts, and all solar projects, to source a

certain percentage of their goods and services

from within Ontario.

With such significant increases in internation-

al investment into the area it has been a boom

time for law firms in practices including regula-

tory advice, venture structuring, M&A and

financing.

“It’s what I’m spending most of my time on

right now,” says Powell. “We are acting for an

investor in 22 different projects looking at solar.

We are doing wind, we are doing hydro, a bit of

everything.”

However, there is still some question as to

whether financing for transmission expansion

work, needed to permit additional renewable

Beatriz García, Perez-Llorca

➤
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This is a time of significant change for project

finance, especially in the energy and infra-

structure areas. Guarantees have become even

more important to the approval of financing.

With banks being extremely rigorous in select-

ing the operations they support, the security,

stability and efficacy of guarantees are major

factors in evaluating the viability of a project

finance model.

The guarantees that banks are now asking

for are centred on tariffs and the technology

to be used.

The tariff is essential to a project’s break-

even, as well as its profitability and evolution.

Any uncertainty regarding its eventual change,

caused by social, political or even more unex-

pected factors, can undermine any project. It

is essential that the tariff ’s guarantee is solid

and consistent.

The technological component has always

been decisive to a project’s viability, but with

the unpredictability of the latest technical

equipment it has now acquired a vital impor-

tance. Some methods of energy production

are hamstrung by the inability of the technol-

ogy to raise to the expected level of produc-

tion; others are too expensive in relationship

to the tariff that can be charged. The balance

between the tariff value and the cost of tech-

nology has now become the most decisive crit-

ical factor of a project.

In terms of the procedures for attracting 

a bank to a project and obtaining project

finance, it is important that due diligence is 

as detailed as possible, but also that it takes a

long-term view of regulation, considering the

development deadline of the operation until 

it attains a maturity that coincides with the

investment’s amortisation. The stability of the

applicable legislation during the life of a proj-

ect, although relatively unpredictable in the

medium-long term, is essential.

Anyway, even a project that follows all the

elementary rules to attract a bank will face

much more difficulty in being approved than

it would have faced three years ago, and will in

many cases never cease to be a project and

become reality.

This new reality faced by the promoters of

renewable energy or infrastructure projects is

forcing those promoters to look for alternative

ways to fund their projects. These alternatives

have always been there but the current prob-

lems with bank funding will eventually lead to

the further development of new models. We

will see without any doubt an increase in the

participation of international institutional

entities whose mission is to support the inte-

grated development of regions of the world,

such as the European Investment Bank, the

European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development, the World Bank and the African

Development Bank. These entities may con-

tinue to guarantee essential support to proj-

ects of regional relevance, using evaluation

standards that are equally rigorous, but with 

a completely different mission and a more

open mind.

But besides the increasing involvement of

these entities, promoters must be more and

more prepared to lever their projects through

new financing models, such as capturing

funds through the capital markets, in a way

that will allow the investor to invest in a proj-

ect and not in a company. This method pres-

ents a lot of potential: the investor can be

interested in investing in a certain project of a

company, but not in the company itself or its

other projects. A system should therefore be

created that allows investors to choose the

specific projects they want to invest in. The

focus would be on the project and that would

be the main point of focus for investors for

the presentation, management rules and

results. This alternative method of financing

has a lot of potential and has not been

explored.

These new challenges will be even more seri-

ous in cross-border projects and operations.

Two phenomena have marked the first

decade of this new century. First, globalisation:

not only of practices and in business develop-

ment but also in culture. During the last three

or four years the pace of globalisation has been

reduced by the real estate crisis, then the finan-

cial crisis, more recently the economic crisis

and possibly in the near future the social crisis.

Nevertheless, globalisation will always be pres-

ent: it has become the norm for business. This

means that projects have to be viewed from a

global perspective. Cross-border operations are

common today and in the area of energy and

infrastructure projects it has become common

for a business group to develop almost all of

its projects outside its country of origin. For

those companies all projects are ‘cross-border’

in relationship to its country of origin. In the

future only projects with that profile will be

developed.

For these cross-border operations and proj-

ects the basic demands mentioned above are

still relevant, such as the tariff regime and leg-

islation stability; but other fundamental key

points exist, including the risk the country

poses, the exchange rate risk and the rating 

of the country where the investment will be

made. These factors will always be present

when considering the development of a proj-

ect and will become vital issues, whether the

partner is a bank, an institutional entity or a

private investor that through direct investment

or through the capital market puts its savings

in a certain project. ■

By Nelson Raposo Bernardo at Raposo Bernardo

& Associados

Questions of project finance

Nelson Raposo Bernardo
Raposo Bernardo & Associados
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“Ontario’s feed-in tariff scheme seems to have cooled off in recent months.
Political will is fading in the face of the continuing recession.”

Jeff Christian, Lawson Lundell LLP
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energy projects to connect to Ontario’s grid,

will come through.

“At present there is no significant available

transmission capacity,” says Powell. “The timing

of transmission expansion is the three billion

dollar question in order to permit more renew-

ables to Ontario.”

Some feel that the initiative is losing steam.

“The scheme seems to have cooled off in recent

months. Political will is fading in the face of the

continuing recession,” says Jeff Christian from

Canadian firm Lawson Lundell LLP.

Davies’ Sarah Powell disagrees that the recession

has had an effect: “Not in Ontario. This is most

likely due to the newness of the programme.

There has been a lot of interest.

“I also assume that Ontario (and Canada

more generally) is seen as a relatively stable 

market during the ongoing capital market 

challenges.”

But Christian also points to significant compe-

tition from other jurisdictions, primarily in the

United States, where new federal stimulus fund-

ing has resulted in similarly generous subsidies

to renewable producers.

“Investors are interested, but sensing, I think,

that the bloom on the rose may be fading a bit,”

says Christian. “In general, all else being equal,

I think it is harder to get project financing for

renewable energy today than a year ago.” says

Christian.

So, despite still being in its infancy the Ontario

scheme already has its problems. Looking at

Europe’s own experience the future for the

province’s scheme looks uncertain.

Investors in the PV industry were always aware

that tariffs would be lowered over time. The

shock for European investors has been the scale

and speed of the cuts in reaction to the reces-

sion. Now investors feel insecure about prices

being established from an administrative third

party with its own motivations.

For Ontario’s own feed-in tariff scheme to

succeed, tariff fees must be lowered at a gentle

rate that provides investors with the sense of

security necessary to maintain confidence in the

sector. Unfortunately, it appears that the reces-

sion is already giving Ontario’s politicians cold

feet. And with similar incentive schemes already

appearing just across the border at competitive

rates investors could begin looking elsewhere. ■
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Canada’s power generation sector is expected

to grow substantially over the medium and

long term. It is estimated that Canada will

need an additional 74 GW of capacity by 2030

to meet both demand growth and plant retire-

ment needs – more than half of current capac-

ity. At present, Canada boasts a relatively

clean electricity supply with more than three-

quarters of supply emitting no greenhouse

gases. Hydroelectric power supplies approxi-

mately 62% of Canada’s total electrical power

generation followed by fossil fuels (23%) and

nuclear (15%). Other renewable sources

account for less than one percent of Canada’s

electricity generation.

Canada’s federal government does not have

specific plans for meeting such energy needs, or

for satisfying its carbon reduction obligations.

Ongoing federal support for the development

of Alberta’s oil sands has recently been accom-

panied by a pledge to have Canada become a

“clean energy leader.” The multibillion-dollar

question is how will Canada develop an even

cleaner electricity mix as it transitions to a low-

carbon economy over the next few decades?

One possible model is Ontario’s landmark

Feed-in Tariff (“FIT”) programme, which is

North America’s first comprehensive guaran-

teed pricing structure for renewable electricity

production. Ontario’s ambitious FIT pro-

gramme is intended to help Ontario eliminate

coal-fired power by 2014 – one of the single

largest climate change initiatives in Canada.

Ontario’s FIT programme provides standard

programme rules, contracts and pricing over a

20-year contract period (40 years for hydro-

electric). The prices vary according to energy

source and the size of the project, ranging

from 10.3 ¢/kWh for landfill gas projects up to

80.2 ¢/kWh for small roof-top solar projects.

The FIT payments are designed to cover typi-

cal capital and operating costs and to provide

a reasonable return on equity to the developer

– roughly an 11% return over the term. The

FIT programme also has domestic content

requirements and a streamlined approvals

process that combines existing environmental

and municipal planning approvals into one

provincial approval.

The Ontario Power Authority (“OPA”)

began accepting FIT applications on 1 October,

2009 and received applications totalling over

9,000 MW during the first 60 days of the initial

FIT launch period. Since then, the OPA has

awarded approximately 2,100 MW of first-

round FIT contracts, which generally reflects

the amount of Ontario’s current excess trans-

mission capacity. The Ontario government has

also contracted with a Korean consortium for

an additional 2,000 MW of wind power and

500 MW of solar power, which is expected to

lead to four manufacturing facilities being con-

structed in Ontario. Collectively, this repre-

sents an investment of well over ten billion

dollars in the province.

The most significant obstacle to the continu-

ing success of Ontario’s FIT programme is trans-

mission constraint. At present, Ontario’s trans-

mission infrastructure is not able to accommo-

date the hundreds of outstanding FIT applica-

tions. It is estimated that over two billion dollars

of new investment is required to open the cur-

rent transmission bottleneck. Regulatory

processes to plan and assess potential expansions

of the transmission system are moving more

slowly than initially expected. Further, increased

public opposition to rate hikes and neighbour-

hood opposition to utility-scale FIT projects in

the year leading up to a provincial election may

also impact the political will required to guaran-

tee access to the transmission system. Without

this access, the Ontario government cannot

achieve its stated goal to become North

America’s renewable energy leader. Japan’s recent

World Trade Organisation complaint against the

domestic content requirements in Ontario’s FIT

programme may also compromise Ontario’s 

regulatory initiative.

Limitations aside, given the initial success of

Ontario’s FIT programme in attracting billions

of dollars of private investment in renewable

power generation, will Ontario’s model be

adopted by other Canadian provinces?  Not

likely. Canada’s electricity generation mix varies

across the country with hydroelectric generation

dominating production in British Columbia,

Manitoba, Québec and Newfoundland and

Labrador. Such hydroelectric projects do 

not require a broad-based FIT programme.

Further, as fossil fuels dominate electricity 

production in Alberta, that province’s focus

remains on the sustainable development of fos-

sil fuels (including investing billions of dollars

into carbon capture technologies). As such, it 

is equally unlikely that Alberta will follow in

Ontario’s FIT footsteps anytime soon.

Energy demand growth, carbon reduction

obligations, plant retirement necessities and

export opportunities will make the develop-

ment of power generation facilities in Canada

inevitable. Notwithstanding the federal gov-

ernment’s stated goal of making Canada a clean

energy leader, the absence of any meaningful

federal energy policy means that each province

will continue to adopt whatever system of ener-

gy regulation best suits its political, economic

and natural resource landscape. Ontario’s FIT

programme represents Canada’s most signifi-

cant regulatory initiative in the renewable sec-

tor, and we expect it will continue to attract the

attention of investors in Canada and abroad.

Although the FIT model may not be followed

elsewhere in Canada, developments in other

provinces will be worth watching as the need

for increased generation may give rise to

unique opportunities. Stay tuned. ■

By Sarah Powell and James Reid at Davies Ward

Phillips & Vineberg LLP

Sarah Powell
Davies Ward Phillips &
Vineberg LLP

James Reid
Davies Ward Phillips &
Vineberg LLP

Energy regulation in Canada
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Canada is increasingly looking internationally

for new market opportunities. Countries that

are top of mind for businesses seeking foreign

investment include China, South Korea and

India, which have growing economies and a

growing interest in Canadian commodities.

Now is a good time for foreign investment

in the Canadian energy sector, particularly in

Alberta. Typically known for its rich oil and

gas resources, Alberta’s investment climate was

recently ranked number one by the Fraser

Institute in an annual survey of metal mining

and exploration company executives.

However, as Canadian companies seek for-

eign investment and foreign companies seek

Canadian opportunities, the parties must keep

in mind the Investment Canada Act, R.S.C.

1985, c. 28 (1st Supp.) (the “ICA”).

ICA overview

The ICA applies to any transaction whereby an

investor who is controlled outside of Canada

acquires control of an existing Canadian busi-

ness, and the book value of the Canadian

assets exceeds a predetermined threshold.

In such circumstances, the investment must

be reviewed by Industry Canada’s Investment

Review Division, and the Federal Minister of

Industry must notify the non-Canadian investor

that he or she is satisfied that the investment is

“likely to be of net benefit to Canada.”

The review threshold for World Trade

Organization (“WTO”) investors, which

include corporations controlled in any of the

WTO member states, is US$299 million (for

the year 2010). According to current ICA

Regulations, the value of the Canadian business

is determined as the aggregate value of all assets

shown in the business’ audited consolidated

financial statements as at the end of the fiscal

year immediately preceding the transaction.

Review process
If an investment is reviewable under the ICA,

the non-Canadian acquirer must file an appli-

cation for review and cannot implement the

investment until either:

1. a notice is issued that the Minister is satis-

fied that the acquisition is likely to be of net

benefit to Canada; or

2. a 45-day waiting period has expired without the

acquirer receiving notice from the Minister that

the acquisition is not of net benefit to Canada.

Net benefit test
In determining whether an investment is likely

to be of net benefit to Canada, the Minister

considers various factors, including:

● effect on economic activity, employment

and resource processing in Canada;

● utilisation of parts and services produced in

Canada and exports from Canada;

● degree and significance of participation by

Canadians; and 

● effect on productivity, industrial efficiency,

technological development, product innova-

tion and product variety in Canada.

New developments 

Increased threshold
Industry Canada has announced that the

US$299 million threshold will rise to US$600

million (upon the enactment of implementing

regulations) and thereafter to US$1 billion

over a four-year period. Further, the threshold

will no longer be based on book value but will

be calculated with reference to “enterprise value”

once the new regulations are in force. It is

unknown when the new threshold and calcula-

tion method will be implemented.

State-Owned Enterprises
Industry Canada has implemented special

Guidelines for State-Owned Enterprises

(“SOE”) under the ICA. An SOE is an enter-

prise that is owned or controlled directly or

indirectly by a foreign government, such as 

a national oil company.

If an SOE wants to acquire control of a

Canadian business, the Minister examines the

corporate governance and reporting structure of

the SOE in the context of Canadian standards of

corporate governance and Canadian laws and

practices. The Minister and the Division also

assess whether the Canadian business that is to

be acquired will still be able to operate on a com-

mercial basis in regard to matters such as export-

ing, processing, participation of Canadians in its

operations, support of ongoing research and

development, and the appropriate level of capital

expenditures to maintain the competitiveness of

the Canadian business.

The full process for an SOE is outlined in

Industry Canada's “Guidelines Regarding

Investments by State-Owned Enterprises.”

National security review
New Part IV.1 of the ICA authorises the

Canadian government to review investments

that threaten to impair national security and

provides that the Federal Cabinet may take

measures that it considers advisable to protect

national security. The regulations to imple-

ment the new provisions came into force on 

17 September, 2009. These new rules are

expected to only be engaged in rare situations.

Under the legislation, the Minister, after

consultation with the Minister of Public Safety

and Emergency Preparedness, may refer a

transaction to Cabinet to determine whether a

national security review should be ordered. If

Cabinet orders a review, the Minister must

send notice to the investor.

If a review is ordered, the Minister has a fur-

ther 45 days to submit a report and recom-

mendations to Cabinet. Cabinet then has 15

days to order any measure it considers advis-

able to protect national security, including not

allowing the investment or attaching condi-

tions to the investment. ■

By Don Greenfield at Bennett Jones

Recent changes to the 
Investment Canada Act

Don Greenfield
Bennett Jones
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Romania is still pondering how to reach the

green energy targets assumed as part of the

EU accession package. The country is appar-

ently caught between, on the one hand, the

great interest shown in green energy by private

domestic and foreign investors; and, on the

other hand, the regulatory and structural

obstacles to finding effective solutions to 

support renewable energy projects.

Statistics issued by the Romanian transmis-

sion and system operator in June 2010 indi-

cate that projects totalling over 5,000 MW

installed capacity have been permitted for

connection to public distribution and trans-

mission grids. The same source details that

more than 100 projects, totalling over 2,700

MW installed capacity, are already covered by

grid connection agreements, ensuring connec-

tion to the grid. Still, only 14 MW capacity has

been actually commissioned and recognised

for priority intake to date and another 90 MW

capacity is under commissioning tests.

The information issued accompanies a

growing debate about grid capacity availability

v. potential shortage, and about necessity v.

feasibility and affordability of energy from

renewable sources in Romania.

Private sector investors have signalled to the

Romanian authorities that the regulations

regarding the permitting and building of renew-

able energy projects actually increase investment

risks, either through lengthy and intricate for-

malities or through inconsistent or unpre-

dictable and non-transparent administrative

implementation. These concerns refer in partic-

ular to the lack of adjustment of the permitting

forms and procedures to the various technical

changes which usually occur in the develop-

ment of any complex project; and, more recent-

ly, to the uncertainty around the right of project

owners to reserve grid connection capacity

before starting construction works and ordering

turbines and other main assets.

Grid operators have begun to manage what

they perceive as a potential overbooking risk by

including reservations and qualifications in the

connection permits or connection agreements.

Thus, they aim to retain the ability to decrease

grid connection capacity in the course of the

project development, due to reasons which can-

not be controlled by the project owner.

One topic less debated, however relevant

from the perspective of potential systemic risk,

relates to bringing the development of green

energy in line with efficient balancing and

transmission planning requirements.

Such potential concerns could not be coun-

terbalanced even by the otherwise good news

brought by the passing in July 2010 of signifi-

cant revisions to the renewable energy promo-

tion system previously established under Law

220 of 2008. The law and its revisions, which

are yet to go into effect pending approval by

the European Commission, confirm the choice

made by Romania promoting renewable gen-

eration through the green certificates system.

The promotion system incentivises the gen-

eration of clean energy by awarding a number

of green certificates for each MWh generated

and delivered into the grid, while passing the

related cost to the end consumer, through the

mandatory acquisition quotas imposed on the

power suppliers.

Among the most significant positive revi-

sions pending approval are:

a) An increase in the number of green certifi-

cates and extension of the validity period

for the promotion system. For example,

wind generators will receive two green cer-

tificates until 2017, respectively one green

certificate after 2018 for each MWh deliv-

ered into the grid, while solar generators

will receive six green certificates for each

MWh delivered into the grid.

b)The extension of the validity period for the

mandatory minimum and maximum trading

prices for green certificates (i.e. €27 per cer-

tificate and respectively €55 per certificate)

until 2025, and application of an annual

inflation indexing mechanism beginning

with 2011.

c) The confirmation of availability of the pro-

motion system for 15 years in the case of

new green generation units, beginning on

the date of commission, provided that such

date is not after 2016.

d)Monitoring by the regulatory authority of

any significant measures, grounded on grid

safety concerns, limiting the electricity gen-

eration from renewable energy sources and

confirmation of priority order of green

energy, with any limitation or interruption

being applied by the grid operators only in

exceptional cases, if needed for the stability

and security of the National Energy System.

Complementing the specific regulations, there

could be specialised financing schemes, such as

structural grants or environmental fund support

or Joint Implementation mechanisms under the

Kyoto Protocol, each subject to specific eligibility

conditions and procedures, although these means

are yet to prove their feasibility for green projects.

Taming the natural elements to produce

power cannot be left to chance in Romania and

the various potential market enhancers should

be co-ordinated in a comprehensive and effec-

tive policy to support and develop in a sustain-

able manner the renewable energy sector and

answer the reasonable system-related concerns,

in order to make green energy a meaningful,

useful and viable long-term choice. ■

By Cristina Filip at Peli Filip

cristina.filip@pelifilip.com

Romania’s capacity for interconnecting 
green energy projects to the grid:
overbooked or underdeveloped?

Cristina Filip
Peli Filip
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Just 18 months ago, companies were running

for the exits as the global economy fell into

turmoil, thanks in no small part to uncertain

financial markets. Share prices were cut by

more than half and the price of commodities,

including oil and gas, plummeted. A number

of major projects in the Canadian oil and gas

industry were put on hold and people (includ-

ing yours truly) wondered what was to

become of the Canadian oil and gas industry.

Well, fast forward to today and we have our

answer (at least for now). Although natural

gas prices continue to struggle, oil prices seem

to have stabilised and, more importantly, oil

appears to be back in vogue.

While many companies have been on the

sidelines pondering what is to become of the

world’s plight, foreign investors (particularly

companies based in Asia) have been flocking

to Canada to scoop up oil and gas assets and,

in particular, the much-maligned oil sands to

take advantage of what they perceive to be

great buying opportunities. The result has

been that the Canadian oil and gas industry

has been inundated with transactions centring

largely around significant oil sands plays.

Mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures,

farm-ins and other investments involving for-

eign investors and Canadian oil and gas com-

panies are nothing new, but the size of recent

investments and the players making the

investments is drawing attention. Foreign

investors no longer just consist of companies

from our neighbours to the south or from

Europe. Now sovereign wealth funds and

state-owned enterprises, largely from Asia,

are taking their turns.

Recent examples

Take, for example, the Chinese. Traditionally

Chinese investment in Canadian oil and gas

has consisted of taking minority positions in

private companies. However, in the last year

Chinese companies have been involved in the

following major transactions in the Canadian

oil and gas industry:

● In June this year, China’s state-controlled

Sinopec Chemical Sales Company Limited

spent USD$4.65 billion for ConocoPhillips’

nine percent stake in Syncrude Canada Ltd.,

the world’s largest producer of synthetic

crude oil from oil sands and the largest sin-

gle source producer in Canada. This invest-

ment was not Sinopec’s first investment in

Canadian oil and gas. In 2008 Sinopec pur-

chased a 40 percent interest in the proposed

Northern Lights project in northern Alberta

and has since added to that stake and is

now a 50-50 partner with France’s Total SA.

● In another deal that closed in June 2010,

Penn West contributed oil sands properties

valued at CAD1.8 billion to a partnership

set up with China Investment Corporation.

For its part, the Chinese company provided

CAD312 million in upfront cash and will

pay CAD505 million in development costs

for the project.

● On February 10, 2010 PetroChina paid

USD1.7 billion for a 60 percent interest in

Athabasca Oil Sands’ MacKay River and

Dover oil sands projects. PetroChina’s stake

in the two projects will translate into it

controlling roughly three billion barrels 

of recoverable bitumen.

These transactions are in addition to the 

22 December, 2009 acquisition by the Korea

National Oil Company of all of the issued and

outstanding trust units of Harvest Energy

Trust for USD3.8 billion. As a result of the

acquisition, the Korean exploration and pro-

duction company gained exposure to upstream

oil and natural gas production and down-

stream refining and marketing operations.

What does the future hold? 

In addition to being the world’s third leading

producer of natural gas, Canada is home to

the second largest proven oil reserves in the

world, after Saudi Arabia. In their domestic

and international operations, Canadian oil

and gas companies control an abundance of

resources and are an enormous source of sup-

ply for the global economy. The Canadian

entities exploiting these resources continue to

have a voracious appetite for capital and are

open to takeover, investment or joint ventures.

Meanwhile, the world’s expanding economies

have a seemingly inexhaustible demand for oil

and (to a lesser extent) natural gas, and a need

to secure sources of supply and potential

influence in commodity price negotiations.

This natural union of resources and capital is

facilitated by a relatively stable political envi-

ronment in Canada and, in particular, Alberta.

Therefore, it is doubtful that the flow of for-

eign capital into the Canadian oil and gas

industry will dissipate any time soon.

Stay tuned for what is yet to come. ■

By Brad Grant and Chris Scherman at 

Stikeman Elliott LLP

Canadian oil is 
popular again

Brad Grant 
Stikeman Elliott LLP

Chris Scherman 
Stikeman Elliott LLP
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During the last decade, Portugal has made 

significant developments in renewable energy.

Important support has been provided for renew-

ables, especially wind and hydro power, and there

is now more than 5,000 MW of wind installed

capacity available in the country. More than 70%

of the power consumed in Portugal in the first

half of 2010 came from renewable sources.

We would like to highlight three examples of

the changes that the energy sector has under-

gone which are worth highlighting for their

importance to the current pace of develop-

ment of this sector in Portugal.

Availability of generation capacity

With the creation and further development of the

Iberian Electricity Market (MIBEL), it became

clear that a harmonisation at the Iberian level was

needed in respect of the conditions under which

electricity generators receive remuneration for

investments in their power plants in connection

with the rendering by such generators of serv-

ices of availability of generation capacity.

As such, on August 2010 a new regime was

established, providing for remuneration for

services of availability of generation capacity to

be used in connection with the technical man-

agement of the national electricity transmission

network, under similar conditions to those that,

since 2007, are available for generation compa-

nies in Spain. In addition, the new regime estab-

lished the granting, for a period of ten years, of

an investment incentive, currently €20,000 per

MW installed, to be used in generation capacity

in the ordinary regime (not less than 50 MW).

This new regime will help maintain invest-

ment in generation technology, particularly in

hydro power capacity, since it equalises the

conditions available to power generators at an

Iberian level.

Improvement of electricity networks

Another major development has been the con-

tinuous improvement of national electricity

transmission and distribution networks in

Portugal and of the interconnections between

the Portuguese and Spanish transmission net-

works, essential to the full development of the

Iberian Electricity Market (MIBEL).

The combination of rising electricity consump-

tion in Portugal and greater generation capacity

made it necessary to more efficiently manage

the reception capacity of the national electricity

transmission and distribution networks.

Intensive capital investments have been made

in new medium and high voltage injectors, in

connections for small generators (including net

metering procedures) and wind farms, and in

transmission and distribution networks specifi-

cally for certain electricity consumers, mostly

industries (which require the construction of

medium or high voltage substations).

Innovative projects

Wave power
Portugal has led the way with more than 30

years’ research and development of tidal and

wave power projects, and has approximately 250

km of the west coast available to implement

ocean energy facilities. In this area two centres for

wave power have been created: a shoreline wave

power plant with a capacity of 400 kW has been

operating since 2005 in the Azores, and a wave

farm has been in an experimental phase since

September 2008 on the north coast of Portugal.

The setting up of a shoreline area exclusively

dedicated for promoters interested in such

technology has contributed to Portugal’s

worldwide recognition in R&D projects related

to wave power generation.

Smart Grids
On October 2007, the Portuguese electricity dis-

tribution operator launched InovGrid, a research

and development programme which aims to 

develop a technological solution to the efficient

management of electricity distribution networks,

enhancing the quality and expanding the scope

of the services offered to their users, as well as 

the adequacy of these networks to the demands

placed, either by the development of the energy

market – in particular the progressive installation

of wind farms – or through more intensive

efforts to increase energy efficiency, promoting

more rational use of electricity by the consumers.

It is currently being implemented in a pilot

project involving 50,000 households, serving as

a technological and functional test platform to

evaluate the Smart Grids’ potential.

Electric vehicles
Since 2009, the Portuguese government has

identified electric vehicles as one of the priori-

ty areas for innovation and development of

energy efficiency. The government established

a National Programme for Electric Mobility to

create conditions for the general use of electric

vehicles, whose batteries are charged when

connected to an electricity mobility network,

to be developed specifically for that purpose,

or to an external power source.

A pilot phase includes the installation of an

experimental network to supply electric vehi-

cles, with 1,300 normal supply facilities and 

50 fast supply facilities in public areas.

These projects illustrate the efforts being put

into the development of the energy sector in

Portugal. The appropriate legal framework and

innovative contractual and financing instruments

for the development of these projects have also

played an important role in the creation of the

right conditions for the energy sector in Portugal

to have leading players at international level and

to present itself as a successful case of economical

and technical development in the energy field. ■

By Rui de Oliveira Neves at Morais Leitão,

Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva & Associados

Portugal in the forefront of recent
developments in the energy area

Rui de Oliveira Neves
Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles,
Soares da Silva & Associados
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The Namibian petroleum industry is a relative-

ly new and unexplored industry and the courts

have not yet had the opportunity to test its

regulatory framework. Recent developments,

however, indicate increased interest in especial-

ly offshore licences for oil and gas. This is an

attempt to address some pertinent issues in an

abbreviated manner.

Regulatory framework

The upstream petroleum industry is regulated

by the Petroleum (Exploration and Production)

Act 2 of 1991 (“the Petroleum Act”) and the

Petroleum (Taxation) Act 3 of 1991, while the

downstream petroleum industry is regulated by

the Petroleum Products and Energy Act 13 of

1990 (“the Petroleum Products Act”) and the

regulations passed in terms thereof.

Article 100 of the Namibian Constitution 

of 1990 (“the Constitution”) vests all natural

resources in the State. Section 2 of the

Petroleum Act vests all rights in relation to the

reconnaissance or exploration for, production

and disposal of, and the exercise of control

over petroleum in the State, notwithstanding

any right of ownership of any person in rela-

tion to land under which petroleum is found.

Current issues in Namibian petroleum law

The recent surge in interest in the petroleum

industry has, however, forced practitioners in

this field to consider the application and effect

of the current legislative framework. It has

become apparent that there are some lacunae

that will have to be addressed.

Two issues will be discussed in this contribu-

tion. The first issue relates to questions of

ownership of severed petroleum and compet-

ing rights to petroleum.

The second issue that will be raised is the

government of Namibia’s attempts at introduc-

ing participation by previously disadvantaged

Namibians in the petroleum industry, without

a proper framework therefor.

Ownership of petroleum after separation 

The Constitution vests all natural resources in

the State, whether it is resources above or

below land. One argument, therefore, is that

the State remains owner of the petroleum,

even after separation by the licence holder.

A second argument is that the licence holder

becomes owner of the petroleum once it is sep-

arated from the land and the licence holder can

exercise effective control over it. A production

licence entitles the holder to separate the petro-

leum from the land and, amongst other things,

to sell or otherwise dispose of the petroleum.

This seems to be the preferred option.

The Rule of Capture as such is not a recog-

nised rule in Namibian law. However, the prin-

ciple that forms the basis of this Rule is recog-

nised in terms of the Namibian common law.

One can argue that the person who captures the

petroleum becomes owner thereof as soon as

that person can exercise effective control over it.

Competing rights to petroleum

While the Petroleum Act makes it an offence to

drill a well within 1,000 metres of the bound-

ary of the licence area, it fails to recognise that

petroleum is fugacious in nature and does not

respect the boundaries of the allocated petrole-

um blocks. Even drilling more than 1,000

metres from the boundary of the licence area

can cause the surrounding licence areas to be

denuded of petroleum.

The question is what rights, if any, the neigh-

bouring licence holders will have against the

holder extracting the petroleum. Unjustified

enrichment and delict are not options, since all

the requirements for these claims are not met.

It is our submission that the neighbouring

licence holders will have no recourse if the

licence holder extracted the petroleum in terms

of a valid licence. If the licence holder was the

first to exercise its rights, our law recognises the

principle of prior in tempore potior est in iure.

Black Economic Empowerment in the 

petroleum industry

The concept of Black Economic Empowerment

(“BEE”) must be seen against the historical

background of Namibia. Until 1990 Namibia

was effectively governed by the Republic of

South Africa and the South African laws of

apartheid were enforced in Namibia, which

meant that black people were not treated as

equals because of the colour of their skin.

Upon independence therefore, the elected

government made it its aim to bring the previ-

ously disadvantaged people into the main-

stream of the Namibian economy. The only

way, in terms of government policy, to do this,

would be to force existing businesses and new

businesses to adopt a policy of integration and

to allocate rights to BEE groups or to appli-

cants who have BEE groups as stakeholders.

A Transformation, Economic and Social

Empowerment Framework (“TESEF”) was 

formulated in May 2006 at the request of the

Office of the Prime Minister. The goals of

TESEF include developing the framework for

the empowerment of previously disadvantaged

Namibians on the principles of social justice

and economic growth and transformation.

This document is not in force yet. It is also

uncertain when it will come into force.

Notwithstanding this, the Ministry of Mines

and Energy seems to somewhat haphazardly

implement this policy. This leads to uncertain-

ty, confusion and anxiety. ■

By Peter Frank Koep, senior partner and 

Hugo Meyer van den Berg, associate at 

Koep & Partners

Current issues in the Namibian
petroleum industry

Peter Frank Koep
Koep & Partners

Hugo Meyer van den Berg
Koep & Partners
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